Spring Scavenger Hunt

Find the items with your “eyes” not your “hands” so we can leave them there for the next group. See how many signs of spring you can find in the garden!

Things to find/see:
- A tree with new leaves
- A tree with blossoms/flowers on it
  - What color are they? _______________________
- A flower blooming.
  - What color is it? _______________________
- A weed
- Two things that are different shades of green
- An ant
- A bee
- A butterfly
- A worm
- A bird
  - What color is it? _______________________
- Example of an insect/animal/bird home
- Something moving in the breeze
- Mud puddle

Things to hear:
- The wind rustling the leaves or grass
- A bird chirping or singing
- Water running
- A frog or toad

Things to feel:
- Something warm from the sun
- Something cool in the shade
- Something moist or wet
- Something soft or smooth
- Something rough

Things to smell:
- A flower
- The grass
- A new smell in the air

*Draw a picture in your journal of something you found that is a sign of spring.